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 By now you’ve probably heard that HomePod isn’t the only voice-enabled smart speaker around. Amazon has a large portfolio
of Alexa-powered devices, including the Echo, Echo Dot, Echo Show, Echo Spot, and Dot in addition to an assortment of third-

party Alexa products. To help you choose which is the best option for your needs, I’ve rounded up the best Amazon smart
speakers based on my previous reviews. Read on to learn more. Here are the best Amazon smart speakers In addition to the
products mentioned above, Amazon also offers its Alexa-powered Wireless Whole-Home Audio System, but for those who

want a more traditional speaker, or don’t want Alexa running all around the house, these are the best Amazon smart speakers.
Best Amazon smart speakers for voice-enabled voice assistants The Echo lineup isn’t just limited to voice-enabled smart

speakers, but also includes the excellent Echo Show and Echo Spot video-enabled speakers. With the Echo Show and Echo
Spot, Alexa is able to handle multiple tasks — like playing music, checking the weather, setting timers, making calls, and of
course, controlling smart home devices. The advantage of these types of devices is that they can be placed anywhere in the

house, so you don’t need to worry about having them on the bed or on top of your desk. Amazon Echo Show The Echo Show is
the smaller of the two, but it offers the same features as the Echo Show, as well as a few exclusive features. It doesn’t support
music playback and will only work with Amazon music — but it does have the best sound quality out of all the Amazon smart

speakers. The Echo Show is a video-enabled smart speaker, which means it allows you to use it to play video from your Amazon
Video library. The problem is that unlike the Echo and Echo Spot, the Echo Show doesn’t have enough memory to hold

hundreds of hours of video. Amazon Echo Spot The Echo Spot is the same size as the Echo Show, but it lacks the screen and
speaker, which makes it a great option for those who don’t want to watch movies on their smart speaker. The fact that it lacks a

screen means that it doesn’t have the same flexibility as the Echo Show. Best Amazon smart speakers for Bluetooth speakers
Amazon has also released the Alexa-enabled Sonos One speaker, which 82157476af
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